
See how HighRoads can help you regain control 
over product data to thrive in today’s complex market.   
Visit HighRoads.com.
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Your Business Foundation
is Our Business Focus
We understand the pressures facing 
health plans. So we found a way to fix it.

The business of healthcare is not simple… nor 
should it be. Yet, the complex processes required 
by today’s highly customized, on-demand market 
create incredible time and cost burdens for health plans.

Health plans thrive on the ability to:

As the industry becomes more complex, 
product data becomes unmanageable.

Health plans are trying to run their business on systems 
that are based on simpler times. Data is exploding and 
outdated processes are struggling to keep up.

Results in Action
A large multi-state health plan chose to partner with HighRoads in pursuit of superior product management. To 
their delight, successes extended far beyond product itself to realize the speed to value and long-term profitability.

Quick & Consistent Expansion

16 weeks
to go-live in over
a dozen states

95%
of processes

now automated

4 months
trimmed from

product lifecycle

40 seconds
to create custom

documents

$3 million
in costs reduced

in the first year alone

80%
reduction
in effort

20,000
documents

produced each day

Project kickoff

First go-live across over a dozen commercial states

Transition to self-service capabilities

Custom large group sales with Salesforce integration

Fully implemented across all Group Retiree states

Multiple sources
of truth

Slow or unable to
go to market

Inefficient processes
& data discrepancies

Inaccurate & slow
document generation

Create innovative, 
market-driven 

products

Reduce admin
costs & operational

inefficiencies

Increase 
speed to
market

                               In today’s market, health plans find that the very foundation
                   of their business, their product, has been left underserved. Now 
           they’re tasked to resolve these pain points without an internal solution 
that is able to scale to help meet market demand.

HighRoads tackles healthcare complexity head-on, 
easing the path to market and increasing speed to value.

Our technology enables health plans to regain control of their product data management to 
deliver sophisticated functionality coupled with our consultative approach for fast returns 
and long-term profitability:

Product Lifecycle Management 
for single source of truth and greater
operational & process efficiencies

Document Generation
to support automation 
and compliance

December 2017

April 2018

October 2018

May 2019

July 2019

Sales Enablement
to empower decision making
at the point of sale


